
Changing Places
1. Sew four 6” squares 
together. Press seams 
open and flat.

2. Cut 7” square 
iron-on interfacing. 

3. Press interfacing to 
back of fabric. Draw 6” 
circle on R/S of fabric. 

4. Cut VERY carefully 
round circle outline. 

5. Remove circle, turn through 90º. 
Replace circle. Place stabiliser on back 
(sheet of paper works well) Pin both 
sections to stabiliser/paper. 

Satin stitch over raw edges (See next 
section for presser foot position.)

Why not sew more squares together; cut out more 
circles, turn shapes for a simple effective and 
unusual design.

 

How about changing 
hearts?

Make two sets of 
squares. Press 
interfacing to the back. 
Cut out heart shapes 
and exchange. Satin 
stitch across the gap.

Take care when satin stitching to 
position the presser foot so that the 
stitching is equidistant across the 
gap between the shapes.
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For a very different effect - make 
half square triangles. Use the Easy 
Angle to make eight half square tri-
angles (four in each colour), make 
four squares by sewing two half 
squares together then sew all four 
squares to make a larger unit. 

How about bonding hearts to the half-square triangle 
background.

Sew two strips to form striped band. Draw a heart on fusible 
web (Bondaweb or similar). Press heart shape to W/S of striped 
band fabric. Take care to check that you have heart shape correct 
way round!

Cut out heart and fuse in 
place. Cover raw edge with 
a blanket stitch or other 
decorative stitch.

Why not make up panel into tote - see Tucks Textures & Pleats 
for a very quick way to make a basic bag.

More ways to change places.

Use Companion Angle and make up 
square. Press interfacing to back - cut 
out circle.

Turn shape 
through 90º. 
Replace. Satin 
stitch raw 
edges.

What about cutting two 
circles then turning the 
shape round through 90º?

There are many possibilities to ‘Changing Places’ - play on!
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